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PRE TEST

Provide your demographic information

Name: ________________________________________________________________

Title: ________________________________________________________________

Facility: ______________________________________________________________

Read each question carefully and select the answer you feel is most correct.

1. The Prison Rape Elimination Act (PREA) provides for:

   a. Increased accountability of prison officials; establish grant programs; establish zero tolerance; protect against frivolous lawsuits
   
   b. Limits on attorney's fees; limits on consent decrees; standardize definitions; increase in available data

   c. Increased accountability of prison officials; establish grant programs; establish zero tolerance; make prevention a top priority

   d. Limits on attorney's fees; limits on consent decrees; exhaustion requirement, zero tolerance
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2. [True or False] PREA creates a new cause of action for civil litigation?
   a. True
   b. False

3. [True or False] The Bona fide Occupational Qualification (BFOQ) allows employers to discriminate in hiring or firing decisions when it is “reasonably necessary to the normal operation of a correctional facility.
   a. True
   b. False

4. [True or False] Female staff members are involved with sexual misconduct in a correctional setting at a higher rate than their male counterparts.
   a. True
   b. False

5. Women may engage in sexual activity in custody for all of the following reasons except?
   a. Fears about disclosure & reporting
   b. Sexuality is easily detached from emotional feelings
   c. Crisis and long-term treatment issue
   d. Trauma remains untreated and cycle continues

6. Men may engage in sexual activity in custody for all of the following reasons except?
   a. Deprivation
   b. Companionship
   c. Society stereotyping and influence on behavior
   d. Protection

7. Why is culture important in a correctional setting?
   a. Provides a context for behaviors of staff and inmates
   b. War on drugs and increase in incarceration rates and length of sentences
   c. High Divorce Rate/Single parent homes/Dual Income Families
   d. Constitutional Protection for Same-Sex Sexual Conduct
8. Regarding gender-influenced socialization, communication styles and behaviors, what are characteristics of men?

   a. Guard inner feelings; Identity based on defining self in relation to others; survival is inter-dependence; Emphasis on connection
   b. More likely to ask for help; Often verbal; attempt resolution thru speech; More able to express feelings, weaknesses, vulnerability, confusion
   c. Guard inner feelings; Identity based on defining self with focus on independence, self-sufficiency, autonomy; Reluctant to ask for help
   d. Emotionally expressive, even if emotions are displaced or reactive; Identity based on defining self in relation to others; survival in inter-dependence; Emphasis on connection

9. [True or False] Victims of previous sexual trauma often have a distorted view of self and relationships, and merged concepts of love and aggression.

   a. True
   b. False

10. Regarding gender-influenced socialization, communication styles and behaviors, what are characteristic of women?

   a. Guard inner feelings; Identity based on defining self in relation to others; survival in inter-dependence; Emphasis on connection
   b. More likely to ask for help; Often verbal; attempt resolution thru force; More able to express feelings, weaknesses, vulnerability, confusion
   c. Guard inner feelings; Emphasis on suppression of emotions considered weak, Identity based on defining self with focus on independence, self-sufficiency, autonomy; Reluctant to ask for help
   d. Emotionally expressive, even if emotions are displaced or reactive; Identity based on defining self in relation to others; Emphasis on connection

11. [True or False] Victims of previous sexual trauma have no history of early victimization - family, neighborhood, school, or previous exposure to aggression, dominance, and control.

   a. True
   b. False

12. Potential victim responses to sexual victimization includes all of the following except?

   a. Comply, repeat victimization
   b. Counsel others on operational policy
   c. Seek other affiliations for protection
   d. Withdraw from activities, associations
13. Municipal, official, individual, and ____________ are all forms of liability.

   a. Correctional
   b. Personal
   c. State
   d. PREA

14. Vulnerable victims of sexual assault includes…

   a. Limited language ability
   b. Developmentally disabled
   c. Mentally ill
   d. All of the above

15. [True or False] Correctional policies should include clear and inclusive responsibilities for staff.

   a. True
   b. False

16. Elements of effective PREA policies includes …

   a. Who is responsible for classification; Housing and work placements; Separation; and Frequency of classification
   b. SART, Safety of vulnerable populations, Victim safety and support, Timelines for responses
   c. Reporting and Confidentiality; incident reports, reporting up the chain of command; Procedures; off-site medical care, referral for mental health services
   d. Procedure for filing a grievance; Procedural requirements; Responding to a grievance; Confidentiality provisions

17. Elements of effective grievance policies includes …

   a. Who is responsible for classification; Housing and work placements; Separation; and Frequency of classification
   b. SART, Safety of vulnerable populations, Victim safety and support, Timelines for responses
   c. Reporting and Confidentiality; incident reports, reporting up the chain of command; Procedures; off-site medical care, referral for mental health services
   d. Procedure for filing a grievance; Procedural requirements; Responding to a grievance; Confidentiality provisions
18. Elements of effective medical/mental health policies includes …

   a. Who is responsible for classification; Housing and work placements; Separation; and Frequency of classification
   b. SART, Safety of vulnerable populations, Victim safety and support, Timelines for responses
   c. Reporting and Confidentiality; incident reports, reporting up the chain of command; Procedures; off-site medical care, referral for mental health services
   d. Procedure for filing a grievance; Procedural requirements; Responding to a grievance; Confidentiality provisions

19. [True or False] When investigating incidents of sexual misconduct it is important to use language that is familiar to the subject during interviews.

   a. True
   b. False

20. [True or False] Courts typically find an Eighth Amendment violation where female correctional officers are involved in a strip-search of a male inmate.

   a. True
   b. False